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S U P P O R T  T H E  B O R D E R L A N D S

The small community of Huachuca City, Arizona is a food desert.
There are no supermarkets and no public transportation is
available to the closest town with fresh food, which is 8 miles away.
With 34.8% of the population living below the poverty level,
including 44.5% of children living in poverty, access to nutritious
food is a critical issue in Huachuca City. To combat food
insecurity, Huachuca City Community Garden 501(c)(3) grows
organic vegetables, delivering nutritious food to community
members in need every week. In December 2019, Huachuca City
Community Garden received a grant from the Legacy Foundation
of Southeast Arizona to expand the garden into a two-acre space
adjacent to the Huachuca City Public Library. With this award,
Borderlands Restoration Network was hired to ensure that
rainwater harvesting, native plants, educational opportunities, and
that natural elements were beneficially incorporated into this new
ecological garden design.  The new Huachuca City Community
Garden Plan includes more than just the careful placement of
garden beds, raised pathways, rainwater cisterns, teaching spaces,
sheds, and greenhouses. 

With an adjacent two-acre catchment area of parking lots and
rooftops, 30,000 gallons of rainwater is diverted onto the
Huachuca City Community Garden during half-inch rainfalls. It is
common to receive 3” rainfall events every few years. To prepare
for this inundation, a series of 14 rain basins were added to the
plan to control the floodwaters. These basins were designed to
infiltrate rainwater runoff into the earth, supporting a windrow of
native flowering plants. In preparation for monsoon season,
Huachuca City Community Garden and Huachuca City Public
Library received two further grants to install the rain basins west
of the community garden, one from the Legacy Foundation of
Southeast Arizona, and the other a collaborative grant from the
Upper San Pedro Partnership and the University of Arizona’s
Cooperative Extension Water Wise. 
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Native plants from our Native
Plant Program can be

purchased through no-contact
pick-up orders, or free delivery

within Patagonia, AZ. 

 NEWSLETTER

By: Caleb Weaver, Youth Education Program Manager
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FROM FLOOD HAZARD TO POLLINATOR HABITAT: TURNING A THREAT INTO A RESOURCE

Starting in June 2020, a diverse array of community stakeholders
came together to build the floodwater mitigation project. The
Town of Huachuca City offered its backhoe to dig the basins.
Soldiers from Fort Huachuca, part of C Company of the 2nd-13th
Aviation Regiment, volunteered to line the basins with rock.
Residents of Matt’s House, dedicated to supporting people
recovering from addiction, planted the native pollinator-
attracting hedgerow. And, Borderlands Restoration Network led
weekly volunteer workshops to finish the rainwater-harvesting
basins between June and September 2020. Soldiers from Fort
Huachuca took pride in their hard work, visiting the rainwater-
harvesting basins during rainstorms to film water flowing
between basins, and inviting family and friends to see the fruits
of their labor.

The hard work of the Huachuca City community will have a
lasting impact for humans and nonhumans alike. The 14 rain
basins designed, built, and planted in collaboration with the
Huachuca City community have the capacity to hold 35,000
gallons of rainwater. The native trees, shrubs, and grasses will
protect the delicate crops from the harsh, dry southwestern
winds. Bees and beneficial insects attracted by the native flowers
will increase pollination and crop yield. Tall trees will attract
birds that naturally and organically manage garden pests. And
perhaps most prominently, the new garden will welcome
Huachuca City residents and visitors alike. 

Borderlands Restoration Network is committed to continuing to
strengthen the collaboration with Huachuca City Community
Garden, supporting further garden development and educational
workshops, nurturing the long-term health and well-being of the
people of Huachuca City long into the future.
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In July of 2020, Borderlands Restoration Network
absorbed Deep Dirt Institute along with its local
programming that included Women Grow Food
(WGF), a women empowerment program which
currently has space at Deep Dirt Farm to grow an
abundance of local fresh produce. At Deep Dirt
Farm, WGF is using permaculture growing
techniques, which include using human growing
systems based on natural systems that can be less
invasive to the soil and environment than
conventional growing methods. Cheridyn Egan is
currently serving as Deep Dirt Farm’s interim farm
manager and leads the food growing efforts with the
mentorship of Kate Tirion, Deep Dirt Institute’s
founder. 
 
Women Grow Food had a successful summer with
regular volunteers continuing to garden, grow food,
compost, maintain regular Deep Dirt Farm
operations, and took home fresh produce for
consumption. Some of the crops grown this past
summer include squash, kale, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, and broccoli. As fall approaches, WGF is
preparing fall and winter crops which will include
root vegetables such as carrots, beets, and radishes,
and winter greens which include kale, lettuce
varieties, and chard. 
 
Currently, fall and winter crops have been planted
into starts that will be grown for a few weeks in the
green house and then transplanted into the ground.
Some of the hardier vegetables will be planted in
the ground as the appropriate planting date
approaches. 

Throughout the summer, BRN staff has spent time
at Deep Dirt Farm, learning about permaculture
techniques and providing support. Cheridyn, along
with Cynthia Bower, BRN Board Member, have also
worked on renovation of the irrigation systems for
the greenhouses to improve crop production. 

Due to COVID-19, WGF has shifted regular operations of the program to provide a safe gardening environment for all of the participating
women. Currently, daily participation has been kept at a maximum of four women to ensure social distancing and mask wearing can be
monitored closely.

BRN is excited for this new opportunity to incorporate small scale sustainable food production and education to our current programming.
We look forward to sharing this new educational outreach offering with visitors, communities, schools, and organizations who wish to learn
more about sustainable farming and permaculture.

For more information about Women Grow Food, or to volunteer contact wgf@borderlandsrestoration.org. 

Dragonfly Pond 
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WOMEN GROW FOOD JOINS BRN
By: Denisse Ortega Lorona, Education Program Director

“Food sovereignty is the right of peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced through ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and
their right to define their own food and agriculture systems. It puts those who produce, distribute and consume food at the heart of food systems and
policies rather than the demands of markets and corporations. Food sovereignty prioritizes local and national economies and markets and empowers

individuals and family farmer-driven agriculture.” – Kate Tirion

By: Audrey Rader Watershed & Habitat Restoration Program Manager

It was a stormy day last October when I received a call
from Ron Pulliam, Borderlands Restoration Network’s
Founder informing me that Dragonfly Pond in the
Borderlands Wildlife Preserve was retaining water. For
years, this pond sat dry with tumbleweed (Salsola tragus),
johnsongrass (Sorghum halepense), and bare soil baking in
the sun. 

Staff speculated that a convergence of opportunities—a
gradual build-up of fine-grained sediment, erosion control
structures upstream of the pond allowing for greater water
infiltration and less erosion, the sheer amount of water that
came down with the monsoon and tropical rains—enabled
the pond to fill. Regardless, Borderlands Restoration
Network and Wildlife Corridors, LLC were presented with
an incredible opportunity, the opportunity to create habitat
where before there was only potential. 

In Arizona, 96% of our historic surface waters no longer
flow. Arizona’s complex water system created vibrant and
resilient habitat for many species and functioned to store
water, recharge groundwater, naturally purify water, and
moderate flooding. The loss of this surface water affects
physical and ecological processes of the Madrean Sky
Islands and beyond, contributes to the decline of
threatened species such as the Chiricahua Leopard Frog,
restricts habitat for waterfowl and other wildlife such as the
Lesser Long-Nosed Bat, and impacts water supply, flood
protection, and sediment control. In watersheds across the
Southwest, wildlife no longer have access to habitat at key
times of the year. Plants are increasingly decoupled from
their water sources. 

In response to these losses and ecological challenges, as
well as in anticipation of the impacts of climate change, it is
vital to protect and restore the resiliency of our
ecosystems, improve water quality and quantity, and
restore natural system functions. Courtesy of funding from
Arizona Department of Forestry and Fire Management,
generous private donations from Christopher and Loretta
Stadler, and Wildlife Corridors, LLC, BRN staff have
worked diligently to rehabilitate and support Dragonfly
Pond. 

To date, we have installed erosion control structures upstream
of the pond to decrease sedimentation, removed infestations of
tumbleweed and johnsongrass in and around the pond, and
outplanted nearly 100 Deer Grass (Muhlenbergia rigens), Big
Sacaton (Sporobolus wrightii), and Vine Mesquite (Hopia obtusa)
divisions/plugs around the site. 

Abundant native plants, including sunflowers, camphorweed,
tansyaster, and native cattails line the pond and create a blind
for wildlife to safely and comfortably access water. On many
occasions, I have visited the site and sat as deer crossed in front
of me, unbothered, to get water or watched fondly as a family of
red tailed hawks flew up in a large oak tree adjacent to the pond.
In the span of a year, the pond has transformed from a bit of an
eye-sore to a functioning wildlife refugia and habitat. 

BRN is currently exploring funding options for continued work
at Dragonfly Pond. Building upon our past successes, we hope to
continue enhancing this special area and all who call it home.

Additional funding will support more native plantings, a fish-
safe liner (meaning less water loss to infiltration and a more
predictable water line for riparian vegetation), and additional
invasive plant management. These activities will directly
translate to a more sustainable pond with greater capacity to
serve the region.

For more information or questions about Dragonfly Pond,
contact Audrey Rader at:

arader@borderlandsrestoration.org



For the past ten months, I have had the privilege of maintaining wildlife
cameras and sorting thousands of images. Generally, I am alone when I work
and get precious time to imagine as I walk up to each of the six cameras at
Borderlands Wildlife Preserve. I imagine a mountain lion watching me from
the hills, saying to itself that human is messing with plastic boxes again, or a
gray hawk circling above screeching, don't scare the mice away! I imagine
getting home and downloading the images, finding a jaguar picture, and
falling out of my chair. So far, none of these things has happened aside from
being screeched at by a gray hawk. Although I find something else is
happening, which might be just as exciting. Each month I frequently discover
a new animal I haven't seen in the month before. These discoveries send me
up a spiral of educating myself on this animal and what makes its survival
unique.

BRN’s Field Studies program offers crossborder programming to university students and young professionals in Sonora, Mexico. This year
through generous support from the Arizona Community Foundation of Cochise, BRN had the opportunity to provide four internships  to
two university students and two young professionals who all have a passion for conservation and restoration of the borderlands ecosystems.  

Crossborder Learning: Sonoran Interns Join BRN
BRN Field Studies Internships

D R A G O N F L Y  P O N D :  A  H A V E N  F O R  W I L D L I F E  A N D
P E R S O N A L  D I S C O V E R Y

By: Cholla Nicoll,  Borderlands Wildlife Preserve Lead Technician
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Follow our blog for more wildlife videos and photos from the Borderlands Wildlife Preserve:
www.borderlandsrestoration.org/blog

Miranda Angélica 
Díaz Acuña

Omar Calva

Jorge Valenzuela
Chacon

Anays Blanco

Dragonfly Pond is incredibly rich with life, and often I find myself checking a
new species off our list while sorting this locations camera images. This
unassuming puddle of water continues to surprise me and provide the most
beautiful and diverse array of images.  Twenty-seven species of different
animals (and counting!) have been photographed at Dragonfly Pond. The
pond has recently provided some incredible pictures of local predators, a
good sign that prey is abundant within the preserve. Red-tailed hawks,
coyotes, and bobcats are frequently seen, and rarely a glimpse of the elusive
nocturnal hunter is captured, such as the barn owl or nightjar.

In areas providing excellent pictures of animals, researchers often will set up
more than one camera. Dragonfly Pond has proven to be such a place, and an
additional camera to take video alongside still images has been installed.
Video can often capture unique behaviors not seen in still photos. Look out
for these wildlife video links on future e-newsletter wildlife blogs. Hopefully,
both the still images and videos will inspire you as they have me to learn
more about the importance of our local watering holes and the species that
inhabit them.

Miranda is a biology and natural resources student at the University of Sonora, Mexico, born and
raised in the city of Hermosillo, Sonora. She is interested in research on the radiosynthesis in
melanized fungi and the effects photosynthesis in plants on the ecological process in an irradiated
environment. Through BRN’s internship program, she hopes to learn more about restoration and
conservation and contribute to a healthy ecosystem economy and realize her dream to become an
exceptional ecologist, educator and science communicator. 

                                      
“My interest in BRN began when I saw the opportunity to learn more about restoration and conservation
through the course applications on BRN's social networking pages. Specifically, I want to contribute to a healthy
ecosystem economy and have the tools to be a great ecologist, educator and science communicator.”

Omar Calva is a Master of Bioscience from the University of Sonora, Mexico, and one of the co-
founders of the Sonora Pioneer Speleological Group (GPES). Omar is a teacher at the Palo Alto
Escuela Americana educating his students in conservation of the environment. His decision to
participate in the BRN intern program is to learn more about BRN projects in Sonora, then share
and apply it with his students to create a greenhouse where they can store seeds, plant and produce
seeds similar to the Native Plant Program and in the future become a BRN collaborator. 
 
“My decision to participate in the BRN intern program is to learn more about their projects in Sonora and
share and apply with my students. We are looking to create a greenhouse to use as a seed storage, and a plant
and seed production facility, similar to the Native Plant Program, and in a future, become a BRN
collaborator.”

Anays is a Mexican naturalist from Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico who recently graduated with a
bachelor’s in business administration. She has worked in the Sonoran-Arizona border’s Sky Islands
region through research grants. She has been involved in developing conservation projects with both
governmental and non profit agencies. She is passionate about the environment and aims to help find
solutions that integrate both business and conservation in the environmental management field. 

“I currently reside in Hermosillo, Sonora and am lucky enough to be a BRN intern. The opportunity that BRN
has given me to be a part of their team, is remarkable to me, since these are the kind of opportunities that allow
me to go deeper into this subject that I am so passionate about, and design solutions to manage, conserve and
restore our precious shared environment.”

Jorge is an ecology student at Sonora State University, from Hermosillo Sonora, Mexico.
Ever since his first botany class, Jorge became interested in plants and teaching, helping start the
Native Plant Club two years ago. He’s participating in various projects in Sonora and Sinaloa,
Mexico. Jorge decided to participate in the BRN intern program to continue learning more about
native plants. Jorge would like to continue working with communities, helping them embrace their
natural and cultural heritage, while also helping companies achieve their environmental goals. 
 
“I’m currently working on my thesis on the qualities of edible plants used by the people of Pueblo de Álamos and
Sierra Huérfana to bring back some recipes that have so many cultural and nutritional benefits through
bibliographic review, interviews and field trips. In the future I would like to keep working with communities
helping to embrace their natural and cultural heritage, and why not? Helping companies to achieve their
environmental goals too. Right now, I’m so excited to be helpful in any way that is required.”
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BWP's wildlife trail camera images
have created many great
discoveries, including a new
partnership with the Sky Island
Alliance, Sky Island FotoFauna
project. 

Sky Island FotoFauna harnesses the
sampling power of volunteer-
operated wildlife cameras that keep
watch for wildlife on the move
throughout the Sky Island region. 

BRN already tracks wildlife moving
within the BWP and is happy to
share this vital information with a
local organization focused on
wildlife conservation. This
partnership will help build a more
extensive network of wildlife
cameras to observe Sky Island
species' seasonal movements and
collect critical wildlife data.

For more information regarding
FotoFauna please contact:

Cholla Nicoll
BWP Lead Technician
cnicoll@borderlandsrestoration.org

Zoe Fullem
Community Science Manager 
Sky Island Alliance
zoe@skyislandalliance.org

Partnering for Wildlife



BRN is working on long-term

conservation efforts for Emory oak,

Quercus emoryi, an ecological keystone

species. These magnificent trees are a

critical part of southwest ecosystems,

currently under compounding human

and environmental pressures. 

For their own sake and for the sake of the

numerous interactions that they support,

the Emory oak is worthy of restoration

focus and effort. Habitat loss and

fragmentation are the leading threats to

biodiversity, both globally and in Arizona.  

BRN plans to restore Emory oaks in

strategic locations to rebuild and

maintain woodland corridors for wildlife

to use when moving between the Santa

Rita and Patagonia mountain ranges of

the Sky Islands. This connection is critical

for international wildlife mobility and

migration in an eco-region with the

highest density of threatened and

endangered species in the United States.

 This project will help preserve the

connectivity of forestland on over 1.75

million acres of national forest land by

restoring Emory oak habitat in a 250 acre

section of Smith Canyon near Patagonia,

AZ that spans public and private land.

Forestland connectivity is not only critical

for wildlife, but is also important for

maintaining strong population genetics

into the future. Through BRN’s Emory

oak project, 1,000 acorns have been

directly planted in field settings for

restoration across 250 acres at the

Borderlands Wildlife Preserve.  A new

shadehouse structure has also been built

to house mature trees at BRN’s Native

Plant Nursery, with 250 Emory oak trees

propagated so far. This project has also

supported two internships in 2020

focused on documenting oak decline in

southern Arizona, as well as their

restoration.

In the Madrean Sky Islands and up to the

Mogollon Rim, oak species such as the

Emory oak play critical and lively

ecological roles, supporting remarkable

biodiversity wherever they are found.

They are often thought of as a

“keystone” or “implicate” species.

Dozens of mammals and birds center

their rhythms around these trees each

fall to harvest and store acorns for the

cold months, gall wasps lay their eggs in

the new-formed branches and leaves

each spring, and fungi coil around the

roots beneath the soil surface. Over two-

hundred moth and butterfly caterpillar

species live on the leaves, twigs, and fruit,

alongside weevils, beetles and

leafhoppers, and the foothill savannas

and woodlands offer vital connections

for large mammals such as mountain

lions, black bear, and jaguar.

Humans have also relied on the seasonal

abundance of acorns throughout the

oak's range, though traditions vary

significantly from place to place. A

nutritious food that falls in huge

numbers, stores well, and is relatively

easy to transport, humans have eaten

acorns for a very long time. In what is

now called Southern Arizona, the

Tohono O’Odham have eaten acorns in a

variety of ways for thousands of years.

The Emory oak is unique among North

American oak species in that the acorns

—low in tannins—require little to no

leaching prior to consumption, making

them a readily available and important

staple food for borderlands people.

Alongside acorns, oaks also support

biodiversity through their relationship

with insect life. As different plants have

evolved secondary compounds (tannins,

terpenes, etc.) to deter predation, many

insect larvae—particularly caterpillars—

have specialized to be able to digest

particular plant families, genera, or

species. 

The most famous example of this is

likely the monarch and milkweed, but

most caterpillar species are specialized to

particular plants, and will only survive

where those plants are found. The

recognition of these relationships is

significant in the support of lepidoptera

species in their own right, but also for the

volume of life that they support.

Caterpillars are soft, easy-to-digest, and

nutrient dense foods that are vital to

birds, mammals, amphibians, and

reptiles. The seasonal reliance of bird

species on caterpillars, in particular, is

well documented, and many birds shift

their diet mostly or completely to

caterpillars in the breeding season.

 

Because of these qualities, caterpillars are

the most important food source for

rearing nestlings for a number of

songbirds and woodpeckers. Studies in

the Mid-Atlantic states have

demonstrated that a pair of Carolina

Chickadees, which weigh 3.6 oz, will

deliver 6,000-9,000 caterpillars to their

nestlings in the three-week period

following hatching. They concentrate

foraging almost completely on native

tree species that supported large

amounts of insect larvae, ignoring

invasive species that do not have

evolutionary relationships with insects

on this continent. 

Similar to many other places, the main

constraint on recruitment in the

Borderlands Wildlife Preserve property

at least for Emory oaks doesn’t seem to

be germination, so much as seedlings

not being able to establish themselves in

the years after sprouting. Beneath many

mature Emory oaks there are a number

of successfully sprouted small seedlings,

though almost no established young

trees. This would indicate that the

constraint on Emory oak regeneration in

southern Arizona is in the years

following germination and

establishment,

Sarah Ramirez is an El Paso TX native and a full-

time student at New Mexico State University where

she works for her university’s herbaria as a research

assistant. Sarah has always had a passion for plants

with special interests in ecology preservation and

restoration, ethnobotany, and plant systematics.

Being from the desert, Sarah loves desert plants and

desert ecology which is how she aligned with BRN

and our work. Outside of plants and the outdoors her

hobbies include reading, cooking and traveling.

"I was first introduced to Borderland Restorations

Network (BRN) through a tour I took in the summer

of 2019. As a student in the horticulture field who is

from a border area where I have seen the destruction

that border wall construction and agricultural

development can do, seeing BRN in action is

nothing short of inspiring. 

To see an organization doing restoration and

horticulture in so many cool and different ways and

working on really important projects motivated and

assured me in any doubts I might have had about my

career field choice. Having the position as “the oak

intern" has been a fun and rewarding experience,

from acorn collecting to oak hunting and identifying,

acorn germinating and planting, this project has been

a lot of fun and I hope that my contributions have

been able to help BRN in their restoration efforts."
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EMORY OAK: Saving a Keystone of the Southwest
By: BRN Native Plant Program Staff and Interns

INTERN SPOTLIGHT

Lee Farese and Sarah Ramirez joined

BRN as oak interns this field season,

with Lee participating in February, and

Sarah in July. Through this project BRN

is making oak restoration an ongoing

part of our Native Plant Program for

years to come, as well as building the

next generation of conservation leaders.

Our goal is to learn about the succession

and restoration of this species in the

wild so that we can incorporate more

oak restoration into our work, and

include this information in our classes

and outreach. 

Through this project BRN will also

strengthen community connection to

this important plant through volunteer

events in acorn collection, planting, and

propagation, and will build capacity at

the BRN Native Plant Nursery to

provide large, genetically appropriate

trees for wildland restoration, and

landscape planting.

and that oak regeneration work may do

well to focus on seedlings in the years

after sprouting. Knowledge and

understanding of Emory oak recruitment

informs practical restoration techniques

that can focus oak restoration work in

meaningful and efficient ways.  

Through the remainder of this project

into next year we look forward to

assessing different oak regeneration work

that focuses on supporting and

documenting recruitment of oak

seedlings in the wild that occur naturally

and through nursery propagation and

direct sowing. 

Now that our acorn planting quota for

the year has been met, we look forward

to sharing our findings.  Emory oaks are

in peril, and we look forward to

continuing to integrate our oak

restoration work into all aspects of our

programming, both to inform, and to

make a difference in the population and

recruitment of this keystone species. 

Stay tuned to our social media
channels, website, and enewsletters for

updates about our Emory oak work. 

Contact us with questions at:
horticulture@borderlandsrestoration.org


